PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO BACKPACKS

SINCE 1976

LIGHTWEIGHT | WATERPROOF | CRUSHPROOF

PELICAN™
PORTABLE PHOTO STUDIO

For the photographer on the go, Pelican has designed a full line of dedicated ProGear™ backpacks. Built with the same quality and durability as our protector cases, these backpacks protect your photo gear in all environments. Features listed here vary by model, but include tripod attachment straps, organizer pocket panels, and watertight laptop compartments.
PELICAN BACKPACK LIMITED GUARANTEE
Pelican Products, Inc. (“Pelican”) guarantees that its Pelican™ injection molded hard case compartment (when present) is guaranteed for life against breakage or defects in workmanship and to be watertight to a depth of 3.3 feet (1 meter) for 30 minutes (IP 67) if properly closed with undamaged o-ring in place unless otherwise stated. Pelican warrants to the original purchaser that the fabric backpack of its Pelican backpacks will be free of defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of purchase. To the extent permitted by law, Pelican’s liability is limited to the backpack and not its contents. All warranty claims of any nature are barred if the backpack has been altered, damaged or in any way physically changed, or subjected to abuse, misuse, negligence or accident.

In Australia: www.pelican.com/warranty/australia
For complete warranty details, see http://www.pelican.com/warranty

U100 URBAN ELITE LAPTOP BACKPACK
- Built-In Watertight, Crushproof Case
- Top-Loading, Fast Access - TSA Ready & Under Seat Convenient
- Backpack with built-in watertight & crushproof laptop case
- Bottom Expanding Sling Storage
- Chest Clip and Removable Hip Belt
- Floating Shoulder Straps and Lumbar Pad
- Load Compression Straps
- Rigid front plate for impact protection
- SureGrip Soft Rubber Handle
- Top-loader 25 Liter Main Storage

U105 URBAN LAPTOP BACKPACK
- Backpack with protective laptop frame
- Balanced rugged grab handle
- Concealed water bottle pocket
- Durable, water resistant material
- Fits 15” Laptops
- Impact frame for 360° protection
- Impact protected iPad®/Tablet front compartment
- Lightweight, ergonomic design with ventilated mesh back

S100 SPORT ELITE LAPTOP BACKPACK
- Built-In Watertight, Crushproof Case
- Top-Loading, Fast Access - TSA Ready & Under Seat Convenient
- Backpack with built-in watertight & crushproof laptop case
- Bottom Expanding Sling Storage
- Chest Clip and Removable Hip Belt
- Floating Shoulder Straps and Lumbar Pad
- Load Compression Straps
- Rigid front plate for impact protection
- SureGrip Soft Rubber Handle
- Top-loader 25 Liter Main Storage
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